Special projects Kindermuseum Creaviva 2012

Klee without barriers

«Klee without barriers» enables people with a disability to experience art and creativity in the Kindermuseum Creaviva and in the Zentrum Paul Klee. Through their own creativity they can make valuable discoveries within their capabilities and meet other people in an informal manner at eye level. The Creaviva-Team developed the opportunities in close collaboration with a team of experts made up of educational trainers and those affected. The workshops are adapted to the individual groups and combine creative work in the studio with a tour of the exhibitions at the Zentrum Paul Klee, so providing an exceptional experience.
Furthermore «Klee without barriers» wishes to give comparable institutions throughout Switzerland the impetus to improve accessibility and develop suitable opportunities for people with and without disability.
www.creaviva-zpk.org/barrierefrei

«saper vedere – learn seeing»
Architecture education at the Kindermuseum Creaviva

The Zentrum Paul Klee is a successful symbiosis between art and architecture and stands as an ideal point of departure for the Architecture education project "saper vedere – learn seeing". Paul Klee was fascinated by architectural questions and used his artistic freedom to search for new answers. Inspired by Klee’s art, Renzo Piano created a unique building, which integrates beautifully into the surroundings as a landscape sculpture. The aim of our education work is through the meeting of Klee and Piano to widen our view of the world.

The „saper vedere“ workshops allow secondary school classes and adults to work creatively in the studio on architecture. In workshops the students and adults learn to appreciate the constructed space and to creatively develop their thinking further. The participants are playfully introduced to the elements of form, light, colour and shape. Step by step specialists in architecture and art education sensitize them to socially relevant themes such as building culture, spatial planning and landscape design.
www.creaviva-zpk.org/architektur